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A refreshing original smooth R&B sound, with some cool suprizes. 12 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: Rhythm 

Blues, URBAN/R&B: Soul Details: Regional R&B musical group Ocean 503 releases it's long awaited

original CD "Bootylyte". Several parties are scheduled to celebrate this event with fans and introduce all

music lovers to this incredible collection. Ocean 503's compilation of 11 original songs was written

arranged and performed reflecting each musician's individual styles and flavor from mellow to tantalizing

booty shaking funk, resulting in a diverse sound which is uniquely Ocean 503. Rooted band founder

MeGale Roberts on Bass and background vocals envisioned performing the R&B music he loves with a

diverse group of musicians who possess that same passion. MeGale along with Jeffrey Ward playing

dynamic drums and singing lead and background vocals, are original members of the group. In

succession Mark Steele brought his expertise on keyboards and background vocals, then came next

Steve Smith's tasty guitar and lead vocals. Heart and Soul bellows forth when LaRhonda Steele teamed

up with the mesmerizing Barry Fredricks both sing lead and background vocals to create the current cool

sounds of Ocean 503. Bootylyte is a culmination of years of musical experiences coupled with original

ideas. The song Cleo's Groove written by MeGale Roberts pays homage to the late Mr. Browne owner of

Cleo Lilian's Social Club in Northeast Portland where the deep fried catfish inspired the band with the

unmistakable flavor of their hometown. Summer Dawn and Truth about Love illustrates how Motown and

reggae influences have shaped guitarist Steve Smith. The composition Party Animal written by Jeffrey

Ward has that 80's funk sound while Don't Play Yourself and Tonight written by Barry Fredricks has an

unmistakable contemporary feel. Pop and smooth jazz flow from Another Try and Johnny Got Away

written by Mark Steele. The woman certainly gets the last word with In and Out Romance written by

LaRhonda Steele. The signature song and theme of Ocean 503's CD and live performances, Bootylyte
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written by MeGale Roberts and LaRhonda Steele sums up the bands funky fun style irresistible to music

lovers and dancers alike. "We want to thank you for listening"
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